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# SGS85–WGS84 Transformation: Interim Results

## Abstract

GPS and GLONASS employ different geocentric Cartesian coordinate frames to express the positions of their satellites and, therefore, of their users. GPS uses WGS84; GLONASS, SGS85. Interest in the civil aviation community in using signals from both systems requires that a transformation between the two coordinate frames be determined. We present an estimate of the SGS85–WGS84 transformation.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GPS and GLONASS employ different geocentric Cartesian coordinate frames to express the positions of their satellites and, therefore, of their users. GPS uses WGS84; GLONASS, SGS85. While there is general interest in estimating a transformation between the two coordinate frames, our immediate concern is the proposed integrated use of the two systems in civil aviation. Our objective is to assess the 'size' of the difference between SGS85 and WGS84 and to determine a transformation consistent with the requirements of civil aviation navigation.

We have attempted to estimate a transformation by obtaining independently the positions of several GLONASS satellites in WGS84 and comparing these to their positions in SGS85, as broadcast by the satellites themselves. This approach takes advantage of our access to GLONASS receivers and to radar resources to track objects in deep space. The steps consist of tracking of GLONASS satellites from several sites; fitting orbits and sampling them to compute the satellite positions in WGS84; and relating these to the positions in SGS85 as given in GLONASS broadcast ephemerides via a seven-parameter transformation accounting for displacement of the origin, rotation of the axes, and a scale factor. The data set consisted of position estimates of several hundreds of points in both coordinate frames.

The rms difference between the coordinates of points on earth in WGS84 and SGS85 has been estimated to be under 20 m. From the point of view of civil aviation navigation, this difference is small enough to be disregarded in combining measurements from GPS and GLONASS. The two coordinate frames are brought substantially into coincidence by a small rotation (0.6") of the z-axis of either. The agreement can be improved further, though only slightly, by a 4 m displacement of the origin along the z-axis. These results are based on the best available data. Any refinement must await further development of the GLONASS system, and the availability of GLONASS receivers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

GPS and GLONASS, the navigation satellite systems being deployed by the U.S. and Russia, respectively, are approaching completion of their developmental phases. GPS is planned to become operational in 1995; GLONASS is expected to follow. A large and evolving community of users of these systems includes the aviation industry. The civil aviation industry, in particular, sees an extraordinary potential in an integrated use of the two systems to enhance both economy and safety. The impetus for the integrated-use comes from the following consideration. The number of satellites in either constellation is not adequate to allow a self-contained integrity check on the measurements, but the combined measurements offer enough redundancy to permit receiver autonomous integrity monitoring to detect and isolate anomalous measurements. The integrated use is seen to be a potential sole-means navigation system for all phases of flight, including precision approach and landing. An FAA-sponsored program has been underway at Lincoln Laboratory to examine the technical issues associates with such integrated use and to establish the performance achievable therefrom.

GPS and GLONASS are autonomous systems, each with its own time reference and spatial coordinate system. Before measurements from the two systems can be combined, a connection needs to be established between the two time scales and the coordinate frames. The time scale issue can be resolved without an external means at worst by 'sacrificing' a measurement to estimate the instantaneous bias between the two scales. The coordinate frame issue is not resolved so simply. GPS specifies the positions of its satellites in an earth-centered, earth-fixed (ECEF) Cartesian coordinate frame WGS84 [1]; GLONASS in SGS85 [2]. Actually, the geocentric coordinate frame, specified as an abstract mathematical entity, is just one element of an overall reference system to represent the earth from geometric, gravitational, and geodetic standpoints. Like its counterpart, WGS84, SGS85 is a self-contained and self-consistent system within which to define a 3-D position. The values of the defining parameters of SGS85 gravity model, and the ellipsoid are slightly different from those of WGS84. These differences, however, are easily accommodated. A more difficult problem arises from the differences in the ECEF coordinate frames. It is this problem we address here. It should be noted that our immediate objective is to obtain a solution consistent with the requirements of civil aviation, rather than those of geodesy.

The ECEF coordinate frames of WGS84 and SGS85 differ in their formal definitions [1, 2]. While each locates the origin at the center of mass of the earth, the directions of the z-axis are different: WGS84 defines it as passing through the instantaneous pole of 1984.0; SGS85 adopts instead the average position of the pole between the years 1900 and 1905. This description, however, is not adequate as a basis for determining a transformation. Actually, even if the formal definitions were identical, it would not have ensured that the coordinates of a point as determined by measurements from the two systems will be identical. The coordinate frame for each system is realized (or, implemented) by adopting the coordinates of a set of stations. A consistent set of such coordinates defines implicitly the ECEF coordinate frame (i.e., an origin, a set of directions for the Cartesian axes, and a scale factor). Therefore, even if GPS and GLONASS had
adopted the same definition for the reference coordinate frame, the autonomous implementation by each system would have kept the two from being identical.

We review in the next section how a transformation between two Cartesian coordinate frames is specified, and how its parameters are estimated in general. Section 3 presents our approach to estimation of WGS84 - SGS85 transformation, and describes our data set. Section 4 gives the results of data analysis and the preliminary estimates of the parameters.
2. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION: APPROACH

The coordinates of a point in one Cartesian coordinate frame may be related to those in another via a similarity transformation involving seven parameters corresponding to a translation of the origin, rotations of the three axes, and a scale factor [3, 4]. Specifically, a Cartesian coordinate system $\mathbf{W}:(x,y,z)$ is related to the coordinate system $\mathbf{S}:(u,v,w)$, nearly-aligned to it, by (Figure 1):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x \\
    y \\
    z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    \Delta x \\
    \Delta y \\
    \Delta z
\end{bmatrix} + (1 + \delta s) \begin{bmatrix}
    1 & \omega & -\phi \\
    -\omega & 1 & \varepsilon \\
    \phi & -\varepsilon & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    u \\
    v \\
    w
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.1)

where $(\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z)$: coordinates of the origin of the frame $(u,v,w)$ in the frame $(x,y,z)$

$\varepsilon, \phi, \omega$: differential rotations (in radians) around the axes $(u,v,w)$, respectively, to establish parallelism with the $(x,y,z)$ frame; and

$\delta s$: differential scale change.

The values of these parameters can be estimated simply if we knew the positions of a set of points as expressed in both coordinate frames. There are seven unknowns, and, therefore, we need at a minimum coordinates of three points in both coordinate frames for an estimate of the parameter set, though not necessarily a good one. It is clear a priori that the quality of the parameter estimates will depend upon (i) the number of such points and their spatial distribution, and (ii) the quality of the position estimates.

Let $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$ and $(u_i, v_i, w_i)$ be the coordinates of the $i$th point in the two coordinate frames, $i = 1, 2, ..., n$. Let $P = (\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z, \delta s, \varepsilon, \phi, \omega)$ be a set of parameter values, and let $r_i(P)$ be the corresponding residual vector defined as the difference between vectors $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$ and the transformed vector $(u_i, v_i, w_i)$.

\[
r_i(P) = \begin{bmatrix}
    x_i \\
    y_i \\
    z_i
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
    \Delta x \\
    \Delta y \\
    \Delta z
\end{bmatrix} - (1 + \delta s) \begin{bmatrix}
    1 & \omega & -\phi \\
    -\omega & 1 & \varepsilon \\
    \phi & -\varepsilon & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    u_i \\
    v_i \\
    w_i
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.2)

The problem of estimation of the parameter set $P$ in (2.2) is typically formulated as one of least squares: Choose parameter values which minimize the sum of the squared differences (post-fit residuals) between the coordinates:

\[
\text{Min}_P \sum_i \left\| r_i(P) \right\|^2,
\]

where $\| \cdot \|$ represents the length (Euclidean norm) of a vector. Any a priori knowledge of the disparity in the quality of the data can be accounted for by the elements of the matrix $W$ whose entries reflect these relative weights. Let $W_i$ be a diagonal matrix whose entries reflect these relative weights, then the above minimization problem can be rewritten as:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta x \\
\Delta y \\
\Delta z
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix} + (1 + \delta s)
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & \omega & -\phi \\
-\omega & 1 & \varepsilon \\
\phi & -\varepsilon & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta x \\
\Delta y \\
\Delta z
\end{bmatrix}
\]

**TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS:**

/\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z, \delta s, \varepsilon, \phi, \omega/

*Figure 1. Similarity transformation.*
The challenge in estimation of the SGS85 - WGS84 transformation so far has been in getting the position estimates of a common set of points in both coordinate frames. Actually, getting accurate position estimates in WGS84 using GPS measurements is now straightforward and common. There exists a global network of well-known benchmark points with precisely-defined positions in WGS84. The position of a point can, therefore, be obtained accurately by determining its position precisely relative to one or more of these benchmarks. Getting accurate position estimates in SGS85, however, continues to be a problem. There are two main reasons. First, we do not know of a network of benchmark points with well-defined positions in SGS85, and must, therefore, resort to point positioning using GLONASS measurements, a less precise scheme. Secondly, GLONASS receivers have been a rare commodity so far, making it difficult to take measurements at many points. Both problems will be overcome in time. For now, we address the problem by taking advantage of our unique resources: GLONASS receivers in our SatNav Laboratory, developed under the sponsorship of the FAA; and a deep-space tracking network operated in part by MIT for the U. S. Air Force.

For a common set of points, we have chosen the positions of GLONASS satellites. The main reason for this choice is that it gets around the problem of position estimation in SGS85. The satellites broadcast their coordinates in SGS85, and anyone with access to a GLONASS receiver can obtain these. Now the problem shifts to obtaining the position estimates of GLONASS satellites in WGS84; that is where the deep-space tracking network comes in. The position estimates in WGS84 are obtained by tracking GLONASS satellites; fitting an orbit to the measurements; and sampling the orbit (Figur-2). The characteristics of these position estimates, and estimation of the transformation parameters based on them, are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

To our knowledge, the first attempt at estimation of this transformation was made in a joint exercise by Honeywell, Northwest Airlines, and the erstwhile Leningrad Radiotechnical Research Institute (LRRI) [5]. While this endeavor had the benefit of being able to take measurements all over the globe, the GLONASS receiver available for the exercise, LRRI's ASN-16, lacked precision. Secondly, the positioning results provided by this receiver were not in SGS85, as assumed by the experimenters. The results, therefore, were not useful.
Figure 2. Position estimates in SGS85 and WGS84.
3. GLONASS EPHEMERIDES IN SGS85 & WGS84

3.1 GLONASS EPHEMERIDES IN SGS85

The GLONASS satellites broadcast their positions in SGS85 as a part of their navigation messages. We have been monitoring these signals nearly continuously since 1990 using two laboratory-quality experimental receivers. The results on GLONASS performance based on these measurements have been reported previously [6, 7]. During our period of observation, the navigation message broadcast by each satellite changed mostly on the half-hour, each specifying the position of the satellite at the mid-point of the next half-hour interval. The navigation message also includes other parameters (e.g., velocity and acceleration vectors, clock corrections, etc.) to permit a user to compute the satellite position at another instant. For our purposes, we have chosen to work with the position vectors in SGS85 as given each half-hour by GLONASS.

The GLONASS ICD [2] specifies the rms errors in the position estimates carried in the navigation messages as follows: 5 m radially, 20 m along track, and 10 m cross track (rms position error: 23 m). While we have no direct verification of these numbers, our experience in position estimation with GLONASS is consistent with them [6, 7]. Some remarks are in order on the quality of these position estimates, and its implications for the estimation of the transformation parameters. As noted previously, the better the position estimates, the better the estimates of the transformation parameters based on them. The position estimates provided by GLONASS of its satellite positions are actually better than they might first appear, at least for the purpose of estimation of the rotational and scale parameters of a coordinate transformation. A perspective on these specifications is obtained by noting that the points are at four earth radii from the origin, and the effect of a rotation is magnified four fold over that on the earth. If we were limited to position estimates of points on the earth, the estimates would have been required to be much more accurate in order to be comparable in quality to our data set. Specifically, the horizontal components of the error would have been required to be no more than one-fourth the size of the cross-track and along-track errors above: rms horizontal error < 6 m. And we would indeed be hard-pressed to match that in point positioning with GLONASS today.

3.2 GLONASS EPHEMERIDES IN WGS84

Estimation of the GLONASS satellite positions in WGS84 is based on the measurements in the deep-space tracking network metric database. For our experiments, the GLONASS tracking data were obtained from two radar systems: Millstone radar in Westford, MA, and ALTAIR radar in Kwajalein, Marshall Islands. Tracking data were also obtained from a number of optical sites from around the world, including the four Ground-based Electro-optical Deep Space Surveillance (GEODSS) sites, and the Maui Optical Tracking and Identification Facility (MOTIF) in Hawaii. These are precise and highly-calibrated instruments. The radars provide measurements of azimuth, elevation, range, and range rate. The optical sites provide measurements of the right ascension and declination. The measurement accuracies of the two radar systems and the optical sites are summarized in Table 1 below.
Typically, we had one set of measurements from each sensor over a period of several minutes at some point in each pass of a satellite. A data collection period lasted 10-20 days. The limiting factor in the precision of the orbits has been the amount of tracking data available. Determination of more precise orbits would require measurements from each sensor of longer duration while a satellite was at several different elevations. We expect to have access to more measurements and, therefore, more precise orbits in a future experiment.

The orbit determination was done with high-precision orbit analysis software using a least-squares approach, with the tracking measurements weighted to reflect their \textit{a priori} measurement uncertainties. Typically about two weeks of tracking data were used for each orbit determination. Once the orbital parameters were estimated, the software generated the state vectors at 30-minute intervals corresponding to the epochs of the GLONASS broadcast ephemeris.

The quality of an orbit is characterized by comparing it with a set of tracking measurements not used in the fit. There are a number of ways to do this. Our approach consists of withholding the tracking measurements from one pass of a satellite in the orbital fit process, and then comparing these measurements with the fitted orbit. This step is repeated, now data from a different pass withheld. The disagreement, characterized in rms terms, reflects the errors in both the measurements and the fitted orbit. Since we know the measurement errors \textit{a priori}, as given above, the orbital errors can be extracted. On the basis of such an analysis, the rms orbital errors in our experiments have been estimated to be as follows: 1-2 m radially, 25-30 m along track, and 20-25 m cross track (rms position error: 30-40 m). The quality of our position estimates in WGS84 is similar to that in SGS85, and the earlier remarks regarding the accuracy requirements of position estimates on earth in order to be comparable apply here also.

### Table 1. Measurement Errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Azimuth</th>
<th>Elevation</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Range rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Millstone</td>
<td>5 mdeg</td>
<td>5 mdeg</td>
<td>1-2 m</td>
<td>1 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTAIR</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEODSS</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 mdeg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typically, we had one set of measurements from each sensor over a period of several minutes at some point in each pass of a satellite. A data collection period lasted 10-20 days. The limiting factor in the precision of the orbits has been the amount of tracking data available. Determination of more precise orbits would require measurements from each sensor of longer duration while a satellite was at several different elevations. We expect to have access to more measurements and, therefore, more precise orbits in a future experiment.

The orbit determination was done with high-precision orbit analysis software using a least-squares approach, with the tracking measurements weighted to reflect their \textit{a priori} measurement uncertainties. Typically about two weeks of tracking data were used for each orbit determination. Once the orbital parameters were estimated, the software generated the state vectors at 30-minute intervals corresponding to the epochs of the GLONASS broadcast ephemeris.

The quality of an orbit is characterized by comparing it with a set of tracking measurements not used in the fit. There are a number of ways to do this. Our approach consists of withholding the tracking measurements from one pass of a satellite in the orbital fit process, and then comparing these measurements with the fitted orbit. This step is repeated, now data from a different pass withheld. The disagreement, characterized in rms terms, reflects the errors in both the measurements and the fitted orbit. Since we know the measurement errors \textit{a priori}, as given above, the orbital errors can be extracted. On the basis of such an analysis, the rms orbital errors in our experiments have been estimated to be as follows: 1-2 m radially, 25-30 m along track, and 20-25 m cross track (rms position error: 30-40 m). The quality of our position estimates in WGS84 is similar to that in SGS85, and the earlier remarks regarding the accuracy requirements of position estimates on earth in order to be comparable apply here also.
4. SGS85 - WGS84 TRANSFORMATION: PARAMETER ESTIMATION

4.1 DATA SET

We have run three data collection experiments in 1991-1992 for the purpose of estimation of SGS85 - WGS84 transformation. Each experiment lasted 10-20 days and consisted of recording broadcasts from two to four GLONASS satellites while in view at Lincoln Laboratory, and obtaining tracking data for them simultaneously from the deep-space tracking network. The common set of points consists of the positions of a GLONASS satellite at half-hour intervals while in view at Lincoln Laboratory. Typically a satellite is visible for 6-8 hours a day, and the common set of points has consisted of 150 or more points per satellite. A GLONASS satellite repeats its ground track on the ninth day, so these points are well-distributed in space. The fitting of a precise orbit to the tracking measurements available, however, has remained the weaker link in this process, and the quality of orbital fit has varied. But the basic conclusion on parameter estimates from each of these data sets is substantially the same.

We present here data for two GLONASS satellites from the January 1992 experiment. Data Set 1 corresponds to the satellite with Cosmos number 2111 (frequency channel 19), and Data Set 2 to that with Cosmos number 2141 (frequency channel 14). The analysis is based on the position estimates in the two coordinate frames at common time instants: quarter-to and quarter-after each hour. Strictly speaking, the two sets of measurements use different time scales: The position estimates in SGS85 correspond to time instants as defined in UTC(SU); the positions in WGS84 are defined in accordance with UTC(USNO). But the difference between the two time scales is about 4 microseconds for the period in question [8], and no correction was deemed necessary to account for this difference. As will be seen later, we have also taken advantage of our knowledge of the velocity vector at each point to examine the components of the error in terms of its radial, along-track, and cross-track components. The data corresponding to the two satellites have been analyzed separately, each leading to basically the same conclusions.

4.2 PARAMETER ESTIMATION

First we compare the two sets of coordinates for the common set of points to assess the 'size' of their differences. For each point we take the difference of its geocentric coordinates in WGS84 and SGS85 and express this difference vector in terms of its radial, along-track and cross-track components. The rms values for these differences for the two data sets are: 2-3 m radially, 30 m along track, and 60-85 m cross track.

The first issue we address is: How much of the observed differences in the position estimates in the two coordinate frames can be attributed to the errors in them? Stated differently, if the two coordinate frames were indeed identical and the position errors were as given earlier, how large a difference might we see between the position estimates of a point in each? The answer is straightforward, given the rms position errors in SGS85 (5 m radially, 20 m along track, 10 m cross track), and those in WGS84 (1 m radially, 25 m along track, and 20 m cross track). The rms values of the differences are: 5 m radially,
32 m along track, and 22 m cross track (rss = 40 m). Comparing these values to the observed differences, we note first that the size of the radial error in the position estimates in GLONASS broadcasts is, obviously, considerably less than specified. Secondly, it is clear that the radial and along-track components of the coordinate differences may be explained entirely by the errors in the two measurement sets. The cross-track error of 60-80 m, however, is much larger than can be so explained. We, therefore, conclude that the two coordinate frames have differences.

The next question we address is: How much additional error will be introduced in position estimation if the coordinate differences were to be disregarded in combining measurements from GPS and GLONASS? From the differences in the coordinates in the two systems cited above, for a point located in the GLONASS orbit this error may be 80 m rms, mostly in the cross-track direction. For points located at one-fourth the distance to the GLONASS orbit (i.e., on or near the earth), most of the error will be in the horizontal plane, amounting up to 20 m rms. From the point of view of civil aviation, an error this size is not significant in en route and terminal phases of flight and in nonprecision approaches, and a transformation may be dispensed with. Actually, the differences between the two coordinate frames may also be disregarded in precision approaches carried out in a differential mode: the error so introduced will be common to the reference station and the approaching aircraft, and will cancel.

Consider next the estimation of the transformation parameters. The approach is weighted least-squares to account for the known disparity in the size of the errors in the radial, along-track, and cross-track components of the position vectors. The approach is implemented by computing at each point the difference vector \( r_i(P) \), as defined in (2.2), and a rotation matrix \( R_i \) to transform \( r_i \) to get its components in the radial, along-track and cross-track directions. Given the disparity in the quality of the position estimates in these directions, these squared residuals are weighted by the inverse of the corresponding mean-squared error in their estimates (radially: 1, along track: 0.06; cross track: 0.25). These weights are incorporated in our formulation via diagonal matrix \( W \) whose diagonal elements are 1, 0.25, and 0.5. The transformation parameters are estimated so as to minimize the weighted squares summed across all the points.

\[
\text{Min} \sum_{P} \left\| W R_i r_i(P) \right\|^2
\]

While weighting plays a role, we have found that small changes in the relative weights have no significant effect on the results.

The results of an exercise in parameter estimation based on the above scheme are given for the two data sets in Table 2. For each data set, Table 2 gives, for different values of the transformation parameters, the corresponding rms values of the radial, along-track and cross-track components of the residual difference between coordinates in SGS85 and WGS84. The first line gives the extent of this difference in the two sets of coordinates without the benefit of a transformation, discussed earlier. These are computed by setting all transformation parameters to zero. The subsequent lines give values of the non-zero transformation parameters, and the corresponding residuals. While we actually minimize a weighted sum of the squared residuals along radial, along-track, and cross-track directions,
their unweighted rss value is given in the last column as the total residual to provide a better 'feel' for the disagreement between the two sets of coordinates. Our objective is to find simple transformation consisting of a minimum number of the parameters. So, we estimate transformations where all but one (two, three, etc.) of the parameters are set to zero, and examine the sizes of the corresponding residuals.

We begin by identifying the single most important parameter to characterize the difference between the two coordinate frames. This choice turns out to be simple, clear cut, and consistent across all our data sets: The Parameter \( \omega \) makes a significant impact; the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Transform Parameters</th>
<th>RMS Residuals (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \omega = -3 \times 10^{-6} ) rad</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \omega = 3 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta z = 4.1 ) m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \omega = 3 \times 10^{-6} ) rad</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta x = 1.1 ) m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta y = 2.0 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta z = 4.5 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \omega = -4 \times 10^{-6} ) rad</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \omega = 4 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta z = 4.5 ) m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \omega = 4 \times 10^{-6} ) rad</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta x = -1.6 ) m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta y = 5.2 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta z = 5.9 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We begin by identifying the single most important parameter to characterize the difference between the two coordinate frames. This choice turns out to be simple, clear cut, and consistent across all our data sets: The Parameter \( \omega \) makes a significant impact; the
others, almost none. As is shown in Table 2 (Data Set 1, line 2), a clockwise rotation of
the z-axis of SGS85 by $3 \times 10^{-6}$ rad (0.6") cuts the residuals by half! A similar conclusion
is drawn from Data Set 2, though the size of the estimated rotation is slightly larger. The
estimates of Parameter $\omega$ have ranged between $2.5 \times 10^{-6}$ and $4 \times 10^{-6}$ rad in our other data
sets. For both data sets in Table 2, this rotation reduces the residuals to a level accounted
for by the errors in the estimates themselves, as discussed earlier. It is clear that we do not
expect the residuals to go down much lower, and, therefore, do not expect much from the
remaining transformation parameters.

Actually, a small but consistent reduction in the residuals is observed by including
one more parameter in the transformation: A displacement of the origin of SGS85 along
the z-axis by about - 4 m. As seen in Table for both data sets, this displacement results in a
trade-off between the radial and cross-track components of the residuals, and a slight drop
in the total. At this stage, we have squeezed all the information out of the data sets we had
to work with. Including the remaining two components of the displacement $Ax$ and $Ay$ in
the transformation offers little help in reducing the residuals, and the estimates of these
parameters, as obtained from the different data sets, are quite different. The same is true of
the full seven-parameter transformation, and, therefore, the corresponding parameter
estimates have been left out of Table 2. For both data sets, the total residuals
3 corresponding to the seven-parameter transformation are larger than those for the four-
parameter transformation. This, however, is not unexpected since we are minimizing a
weighted rss value of the residuals, which is actually smallest for the seven-parameter case.

4.3 SGS85 - WGS84 TRANSFORMATION

The basic conclusion from Table 2 is that the zero meridian (x-axis) of SGS85 is
East of that for WGS84; the equatorial plane of SGS85 is offset North of that of WGS84.
A small clockwise rotation (0.6") of the z-axis of SGS85 brings the two coordinate frames
substantially into coincidence. The residuals are reduced further, though only slightly, by
a 4 m displacement of the origin along its negative z-axis (Figure 3). The remaining five
parameters of the transformation are found to have no significant role.

The estimated transformation between WGS84 (W): $(x, y, z)$ and SGS85
(S): $(u, v, w)$ is:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
4 \text{ m}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -3 \times 10^{-6} & 0 \\
3 \times 10^{-6} & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u \\
v \\
w
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(4.1)

We note that aside from the scale factor, this transformation is similar to that
between WGS72 and WGS84.

A more detailed look at the two data sets is offered in Figures 4 and 5, showing for
each point in the common set the differences in the coordinates along the radial, along-
track, and cross-track directions, and the residuals after applying transformation (4.1). As
seen earlier in Table 2, the situations radially and along-track are similar for the two data
sets, but the cross-track differences are larger for Data Set 2. Apparently the quality of the
broadcast ephemeris and/or the fitted orbit for the two data sets are different. The picture
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y \\
  z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  0 \\
  0 \\
  4 \text{ m}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
  1 & -3 \times 10^{-6} & 0 \\
  3 \times 10^{-6} & 1 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  U \\
  V \\
  W
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Figure 3. SGS85 - WGS84 transformation.
Figure 4. SGS85 - WGS84 transformation - data set 1.
Figure 5. SGS85 - WGS84 transformation - data set 2.
with cross-track residuals improves significantly following the transformation, as also seen earlier in Table 2. The transformation also brings about a small improvement in along-track residuals. For Data Set 1, the coordinate differences along track and the residuals show an apparent quadratic trend, suggesting a systematic error in one or both ephemerides. Finally, the differences in the coordinates in the radial direction were small to begin with, and we did not expect the transformation to produce any significant change.

Ground-based GLONASS measurements at a small set of points confirm both our conclusions regarding the extent of the differences between SGS85 and WGS84, and the validity of the transformation (4.1) between them. As noted earlier, getting accurate position estimates of a set of points in SGS85 is the main difficulty at present in developing a more accurate transformation. Our approach took advantage of the best available position coordinates in SGS85, and estimated the corresponding positions in WGS84. The latter step has room for improvement, and we plan to repeat our experiment with the aim of getting better estimates in WGS84. We do not, however, expect a significant improvement in the transformation until the quality of the position estimates in SGS85 improves.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The differences between SGS85 and WGS84 are such that the coordinates of a point on earth differ by under 20 m rms. Our analysis has shown that a small rotation (0.6") of the z-axis brings the two coordinate frames substantially into coincidence. The residuals are reduced further, though only slightly, by a 4 m displacement of the origin along the z-axis. The remaining five parameters of the transformation are found to have no significant role. Aside from the scale factor, this transformation is similar to that between WGS72 and WGS84.

To refine this transformation further will require more precise position estimates in SGS85 than are currently available, and must await further development of the GLONASS system and the availability of GLONASS receivers.
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